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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Roobopoli is a project, promoted and coordinated by the non-profit          
Perlatecnica Association, with the technical support of Bluenet,        
which aims to create an educational experience in the field of           
smart cities, smart industries and smart grids. The mission of the           
project is to promote understanding, development and       
experimentation on a scale of new communication technologies,        
mobility, environmental protection and energy efficiency,      
automation technologies in the field of industry 4.0."

.`   
 
Roobopoli is a tiny smart city, a miniature city, where the lives of             
the inhabitants called Roobo, is assisted by modern technologies,         
the same available in real cities, but reproduced in scale for           
educational, testing and simulation purposes. 
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As part of the Roobopoli project, one of the main activities consists            
in the construction and programming of vehicles called Roobokart,         
which will have to move independently on the streets of Roobopoli. 
  
The project ensures an educational experience for learning        
robotics and programming of new generation microcontrollers,       
which is inserted in the context of the STEM disciplines,          
addressing a current theme, that of autonomously guided vehicles         
and intelligent cities. 
  
The Roobokart and the city are equipped with advanced sensors          
and programming cards from STMicroelectronics, which together       
with the other tools provided are a useful laboratory for          
experimenting with what has been learned in the classroom from          
the books. 
 
 
The manual is intended for anyone who wants to try to pursue the             
objectives of the project, but with a special focus to the teachers,            
for the contents and ideas for study and deepening that can be            
selected based on the study programs of the classes involved. The           
project introduces topics whose complexity can be developed        
vertically also in university courses of the Faculty of Engineering          
and Computer Science.  
The purpose of the manual is to guide the reader in the assembly             
and programming of the Roobokart so that it is able to implement            
the basic mission defined in the specification. 
Not all topics will be dealt with in-depth detail, but for each of them              
the ideas for starting research and personal studies will be          
provided. 
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The ST Core Board 
"The STM32 Core Board offers users an inexpensive and flexible          
way to try out new ideas and create prototypes, choosing from the            
various combinations of performance, energy consumption and       
functionality".  1

 

 
 
The algorithms useful for autonomous driving of the vehicle will be           
performed by the STM32 microcontroller mounted on board a         
STMicroelectronics Nucleo F401RE board. 
The STM32 microcontroller has an hardware architecture       
ARM®32-bitCortex®-M4 with a unit floating point (FPU). The CPU         
can be timed clocked at a maximum frequency of 84 MHz. The            
space available for the user code is 512 KB of Flash Memory. The             
user also has 96 KB of SRAM. There are 50 general purpose I/O,             
each with breaking capacity. The ADC converter has a resolution          
of 12 bits and is accessible from 16 different channels. The           
microcontroller also has 7 Timers and ports dedicated to         
connectivity, 4 USART / UART, 3 I2C ports, 3 SPI ports.  

1 www.st.com 
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The board has the ST Morpho pinout for access to all the I / O pins                
of the STM32 microcontroller. In addition to this, an Arduino ™           
pinout is also integrated which allows the expansion of the basic           
functionality of the board, by connecting one of the expansion          
boards of STMicroelectronics or other manufacturers. 
 

 
 
The Nucleo board integrates the ST-Link V2-1 programmer /         
debugger which offers a Serial Wire Debug (SWD) interface and a           
USB port useful not only for programming the microcontroller, but          
also to supply power to the entire board and to the communication            
with a computer. 
 
The ST-Link board can be easily separated from the rest of the            
Core, in which case the power supply must be supplied through the            
pins E5V and GND, positioning the jumper JP5, located near the           
black Reset button, towards the indication E5V (External) and non          
U5V (USB) as originally arranged. 
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The user can also control by code one green LED and one blue             
button. 
 

Core Firmware Update 
The microcontroller firmware update that manages the ST-Link        
board requires software, ST-Link Upgrade STSW-LINK007, freely       
downloadable from the STMicroelectronics website at the following        
link:  

 
 
To perform the upgrade, the Nucleo board must be connected to           
the PC via USB and pressed the "Device Connect" button. If the            
connection was successful, the "Yes >>>>" button will be enabled,          
and pressing on this will start the firmware upgrade. 
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This should be done periodically by downloading from time to time, 
the new version of ST-Link Upgrade if available. 

 

 
 

The toolchain  
By toolchain, literally the chain of tools, we mean the set of            
software necessary to "edit" the code in the chosen language, for           
programming the microcontroller, that is, writing the binary code in          
the microcontroller memory, passing through a process of        
compiling the source code. 
 
Multiple toolchains that use different development environments       
(IDE) are possible. What we will investigate and use, is a toolchain            
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that uses EclipseTM https://www.eclipse.org/ as IDE and GNU ARM         
as compiler, invoked through MBED-CLI (mbed Command Line        
Interface). 
 
Simplifying, we need to 

● edit the code in the chosen language, in our case the C ++             
language; 

● compile it to obtain the binary code, that is the sequence of            
OP code instructions for the microcontroller; 

● upload the binary code in the microcontroller memory to be          
executed. 

 

Installing EclipseTM 
EclipseTM requires you to pre-install the Java Runtime Environment         
(JRE), which is the Java virtual machine. The JRE installation          
setup can be downloaded for free from the OracleTM website. The           2

correct setup must be chosen for the machine on which the           
toolchain is to be installed. 
The same goes for Eclipse. The installation setup can be          
downloaded for free from http://www.eclipse.org.  
 

Install mbed-cli  
Once Eclipse is installed, and verified that the installation was          
successful by launching the eclipse.exe executable file available in         
the installation folder, proceed with the installation of all the          
software required by the mbed Command Line Interface.  

2 https://www.java.com/it/download/ 
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The installation procedure for these software is available on the          
mbed website: https://os.mbed.com/docs/v5.6/tools/setup.html  
In Windows environment is released by ARMTM an installer. Once          
the installer is run, everything is ready to go. The installation setup            
can be downloaded at the link above. 
This page shows the procedure for installing the single necessary          
tools, but ARM releases also a single setup file that performs the            
complete installation. The version currently released is v0.4.3. 
 

 

 

ST-Link driver 
The driver is the last installation to do. The driver is used to make              
Windows File Explorer see the Core card, connected via USB, as           
an external drive. To program the card, simply copy the binary file            
(* .bin) obtained from the compilation to this drive.  
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Mbed-OS 
If the previous steps have been carried out correctly, we are able            
to compile a project and program the Core card with the binary file             
obtained from the compilation. 
For the development of the code, capable of implementing the          
requirements of the basic mission of the Roobokart, but in general           
for any microcontroller-based system that you want to implement,         
we need the support of software libraries that abstract the          
hardware by providing us with API support (Application        
Programming Interface) to communicate with connected hardware       
devices, and the support of an operating system, better if real-time. 
All this, is possible thanks to an ARM Open Source projectTM           
called Mbed-OS, which offers both low-level drivers, usually called         
HAL (ie Hardware Abstraction Layer) and the support of a real time            
operating system. 
In addition to this, after creating an account, the access to an            
on-line development environment is provided, and it allows you to          
write the code and compile it without any additional installation to           
that of the Nucleo board driver, which is also necessary only in            
Windows TM environment.  
The portal is accessible at the following link: www.mbed.com  
 

 

 

Programming through the online IDE is not within the objectives of           
the manual, but some useful information will be provided to          
continue independently. 
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To access the development portal, press the "Mbed OS developer          
site" button highlighted in red in the following figure. 

 

 
After logging in, pressing the "Compiler" button takes you to the           
development environment. It is a GUI (Graphic User Interface) very          
similar to that offered by EclipseTM. 
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If you want to create a new project, simply go to "New" and the              
following dialog box will open: 
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Here, in addition to selecting the board, you can choose a project            
template, in the case in the figure, the one that causes the LED to              
flash on the board and available to the user, and the name that is              
intended to be given to the project, if different from the default. 
By pressing "OK", the project is created and will be visible in the             
projects area (the one on the left). 
 
A project consists of at least one "mbed" folder and one main.cpp            
file.  
 

 

 
The mbed folder contains the hardware abstraction layer (HAL)         
and operating system libraries. 
The file main.cpp contains the code with the "entry point" function:           
void main(void) 
All starts with this function which must always be present in our            
programs. 
In this example, the content of the file main.cpp is as follows: 
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#include "mbed.h" 

DigitalOut myled(LED1); 

int main() { 

    while(1) { 

        myled = 1; // LED is ON 

        wait(0.2); // 200 ms 

        myled = 0; // LED is OFF 

        wait(1.0); // 1 sec 

    } 

} 

 

In the following, when the C ++ language is introduced, more           
details will be available. In this introduction only an important          
concept is highlighted, that is the link between the code and the            
physical world with which an embedded system, based on         
microcontroller , must interact. 
 
The connection occurs when we define a variable and in the           
constructor we pass one of the available I/O (Input / Output) PINs            
as a parameter. 
In the previous code, we establish this link with the line: 
 
DigitalOut myled(LED1); 

 
Here we are saying that the variable myled is of the type            
DigitalOut, i.e. a digital output, and that the pin is the one            
indicated by the label LED1. This label points to a register in            
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memory capable of physically driving the green LED mounted on          
the board. 
Once the relationship between a variable and a PIN is established,           
any action on the variable will have an effect in the physical world.             
In this case, since it is an output, we will only be able to make               
assignments, that is, the writings of the output. 
In the example code considered, we assign to the variable myled           
the value 1 first, making the LED light up, and then the value 0,              
making it turn off. We will see more and other concepts later on             
when we talk about C ++ and when we examine some example            
code  sample  that moves independently Roobokart. 
 

The project on which we will work, instead uses an offline           
toolchain, the one introduced in the paragraph "The Toolchain".         
For this toolchain, mbedOS is stored in the archive indicated in the            
note below. 
 

 

 

The documentation  

All Mbed-OS libraries are well documented. The documentation        
applies to both the online and offline toolchains. In addition to           
providing the documentation of the APIs available to the user, code           
examples are provided with the possibility of importing them into          
your online workspace. 
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To access the documentation, simply select the "Docs / Mbed OS"           

button 

  

 

and therefore "Reference" 
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In "Reference" we find useful information and in particular in the 
API section the documentation is available to build any system.  

 

The portal is constantly updated, therefore the figures may not          
exactly match those found online. However, the contents remain         
valid and available to the user. 
  

Getting started 

The best way to start is to download the project Roobokart ,            
available for free at the following link:  
https://github.com/Perlatecnica/Roobokart  
 
This is a project that can be compiled with the toolchain described            
above and which includes all the necessary libraries for the          
interaction with the Roobokart hardware. 
The project can be easily downloaded with the green button          
indicating "Clone or download" and selecting "Download ZIP".  
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Once the download of the file is complete, it must be unzipped            
inside a folder that will be the Eclipse workspace. We can call this             
folder "Roobopoli_wksp". 
 
Run Eclipse, and after selecting the workspace through the         
"Browse" button, press "Launch".  
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Select the button highlighted in red in the figure below to open the             
project explorer. 
 

 
 
Then select "File /New / Makefile Project with Existing Code" . 
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With the "Browse" button, point to the project “Roobokart "and click           
on "Finish". 
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Press "Finish" to complete. 
At this point, the project will be visible in the "Project Explorer"            
area. 
 

 
 
To compile the project correctly, you need to edit some properties           
of the project. 
Right click on the project. Select "Properties". 
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Select the item "C / C ++ Build". 
Remove the "Use default build command" checkbox and replace         
the "make" value in the "Build command" field with  
mbed compile -t GCC_ARM -m NUCLEO_F401RE 
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Select the "Behavior" tab. 
Remove the "Clean" checkbox and in the "Build (Incremental         
build)" field, delete the "all" value. 
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Press "Apply and Close" to make the changes running. 
To compile, select the project and press on the hammer icon. 
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During the compilation, which can take a few minutes, messages          
relating to the compilation of each individual file will be visible in            
the Eclipse console. If everything went well, no errors will be           
reported and the console will show the final message as in the            
following figure. 
 

  
 

The message "Image:. \ BUILD \ NUCLEO_F401RE \ GCC_ARM \ 
Roobokart -master.bin" indicates the path where the binary file is 
available. 
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In order to program the Nucleo board, you have simply copy this            
file to the drive visible from windows explorer after connecting the           
board via usb cable to the pc and installing the driver correctly. 
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The programming language 
The Roobokart control algorithms are written in C++. 
The objective of this paragraph is not the description of the           
language syntax, but the clarification of some concepts related to          
object-oriented programming languages that will be taken up and         
considered known later in the manual. Further details, not         
described in this paragraph, will be provided from time to time. 
 
An object, whatever it is, possesses the attributes that characterize          
it, and performs the functions for which it was conceived.  
 
Let's think for example of a presenter like the one in the figure.  
The object has attributes of form and color, even the material of            
which it is built is an attribute. These attributes are public, that is,             
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visible to those who must use it, but the object may have private             
attributes inside, which are not visible to the user. 
The object is also able to perform some functions, and offers the            
user an interface to facilitate interaction.  

  

The buttons, which stimulate the functionalities, represent the        
interface with the user. 
If the object really exists, then it is not just a concept then I can use                
it and benefit from its functionalities. 
 
Taking inspiration from this example, the first Object Oriented         
Programming concepts to consider are those of Class and         
Instance. A class is a container of attributes and functionalities, but           
cannot be used because it is an idea of an object, which has not              
yet been instantiated in memory. 
Instead, the instance is the real object, which exists in memory and            
which is therefore usable. Given a Class, it is possible to           
instantiate multiple objects of the same type and use them in the            
code. Functionality is expressed through what we call methods. A          
method is invoked by an instance through the operator "." (point).           
In the example of an object presenter, I stimulate the functionality           
by pressing the buttons, in the case of instances of classes, do it             
by calling the public methods, that is visible to the user. 
In order to create an object, i.e. instantiate a class, we must call its              
constructor method.  
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In the previous code example (Page 17), we introduced the Class           
DigitalOut.  

 

The declaration code of the variable  
 
DigitalOut myled(LED1);  
 
calls the constructor method of the class DigitalOut and gives          
the object the name myled.  
From now on we can call the methods offered by the class, directly             
on the object myled which is an instance of the class DigitalOut. 
For example, we could create other instances of DigitalOut.         

Then place another object of the same type next to the myled            
object. We get this with the following code: 
 
DigitalOut myOut(D0); 
 
Here we instantiate an object myOut of type DigitalOut. 
The two objects coexist, they are instances of the same class and            
for each of them it is possible to invoke the interface methods            
offered by the class. 
From the documentation, we can see that this class offers for           
example a method write (int value) to write the output. This           
method takes an integer type parameter, as input. The value 0           
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turns off LED1, any value greater than 0 turns it on. So after             
instantiating the object we can call the method write as follows: 
 
myled.write (0); // Turns off the LED1 
myled.write (1); // LED1 lights up 
 
In the case of type DigitalOut objects, it is also possible to            
obtain the same effect with the following code: 
 

myled = 0; // Turns off the LED1 
myled = 1; // Turns on the LED LED1 
 
At this point we know what is meant by Class and what is meant by               
Instance. Furthermore, given an instance of a class, we know that           
we can invoke the methods, that is, the execution of the           
functionalities offered by the class, through the operator '.'.  
We observe that if we have access to the object by value, we             
invoke the methods through the operator '.' but if we have a            
pointer, and therefore a reference, the methods are invoked with          
the '->' operator. However, it will be the same development          
environment that will turn the point into an arrow when we access            
the object by pointer.  
This concept is not trivial, and it may not be clear at this time if you                
do not have previous experience of object-oriented programming,        
but this and others related to the C ++ language will be taken up              
when we analyze the Roobokart project and build on this the           
application that implements Roobokart mission 1.0. 
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Roobopoli 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roobopoli is a tiny smart city. Its roads follow a standard and            
anyone can build one, by making each project interoperable. 
 
In this chapter we analyze the specification for the construction of           
the city and the programming of the traffic light system, also based            
on the STMicroelectronics board and made with RGB LED strips,          
to obtain the two primary colors red and green.  
In mission 1.0 there are no other colors allowed for the traffic light.  

The measures of the streets 
The base of the city is made up of foam panels that can fit together               
like a puzzle. The roadways are traced on these panels with           
suitably colored ribbons.  
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Single or double lane carriageways are possible. In the case of           
double lane, the lateral bands will be white, while the center line            
will be yellow. 
The following figure shows the measurements for a two lane curve. 

 
In the case of a single lane, the internal width of 20.5 cm for the               
single lane must be considered. The side bands that mark the lane,            
in this case, will be both white. Furthermore, in the straight sections            
the center lines can be discontinuous. In mission 1.0 this is           
irrelevant. 
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Intersections 
"T" shaped intersections are possible  
 

 
 
and in the shape of a "+". 
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Traffic lights 
Traffic at intersections is regulated by traffic lights made up of RGB            
LED strips, which must be driven to take on one of the two primary              
colors red or green. In kart mission 1.0, only one traffic light is             
green at a time, the others remain red waiting for their turn to             
switch color. The traffic lights must be positioned as in the figures            
above. 
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RGB LED strips  
LEDs are light emitting diodes that have four connections.         
Typically, one of the connections is the common positive and the           
other three are the negatives for the three primary colors, red           
(Red), green (Green), and blue (Blue). 
 
By varying the intensity of the three primary colors with appropriate           
signals pwm (pulse with modulation), any color can be obtained. 
 
If in addition to the common positive, we only power the connection            
relating to red, all the LEDs will light up red, if instead we only              
power the connection relating to green, all the LEDs will light up            
green. 
 
Since we are interested in only the primary colors red and green,            
we do not need to generate appropriate signals pwm, but we will            
only have to pilot the connections relating to these two colors using            
relays.  
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Since we want the semaphore to be red at rest, we connect the             
cable related to the red of the led strip to the normally closed             
connector of the relay and the green to the normally open. When            
the relay coil is energized by the control signal, which is nothing            
more than a digital output of the Nucleo board, the closing of the             
circuit is switched to green. The circuit shown must be repeated for            
each traffic light at the intersection. In a "T" intersection, the circuit            
will be repeated three times, while in a "+" intersection four times. 
The Roobopoli could have multiple intersections, but this does not          
mean that the circuit must be replicated for each of the traffic lights             
present, in fact each intersection can be independent of the others           
and this allows to parallelize the management. In fact, the          
corresponding traffic lights of each intersection can be connected         
in parallel and therefore timed in the same way.  
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In the circuit in the figure above, the corresponding traffic lights of            
the three intersections, indicated as traffic light 1, switch in unison           
from red to green and vice versa. 
 

The implementation 
Let's analyze a simple implementation of the traffic light.  
 
We define the values that we will set on the digital outputs for the              
two colors red and green. In the logic that we use in coherence             
with the relays used, we set: 
 
#define RED 1 
#define GREEN 0  
 

We identify the digital outputs for the four traffic lights. 
 
DigitalOut crosslight1 (D2); 
DigitalOut crosslight2 (D3); 
DigitalOut crosslight3 (D4); 
DigitalOut crosslight4 (D5); 
DigitalOut myled (LED1); 
 

We initialize the traffic lights on red for two seconds before starting            
the sequence.  
 
int main () { 
    crosslight1 = RED; 

    crosslight2 = RED; 

    crosslight3 = RED; 

    crosslight4 = RED; 

    wait (2.0); 
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Each cycle of the infinite while(1) cycle corresponds to the          
complete cycle of a four-traffic intersection. In the case of a three            
traffic light intersection, it will be sufficient to use three of the four             
available, even if the cycle will increase the time in which all the             
traffic lights of that intersection are simultaneously red. 
     

while(1) { 

 

We implement a led blink on the Nucleo board, even if this is not              
functional at the traffic light.  
        myled =! myled; 

 

We wait two seconds before changing the state of the four traffic            
lights. This time is useful from the second cycle onwards. 
 
        wait(2.0); 

 

We reset all traffic lights to red color before moving on to the next              
state 
  
        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 

        crosslight4 = RED; 

 

This transient state takes only half a second, 
 
        wait (0.5); 

 

        crosslight1 = GREEN; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 
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        crosslight4 = RED; 

  

        wait (2.0); 

        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 

        crosslight4 = RED; 

        wait (0.5); 

        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = GREEN; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 

        crosslight4 = RED; 

 

        wait (2.0); 

        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 

        crosslight4 = RED; 

        wait (0.5); 

        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = GREEN; 

        crosslight4 = RED; 

 

        wait (2.0); 

        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 

        crosslight4 = RED; 

        wait (0.5); 

        crosslight1 = RED; 

        crosslight2 = RED; 

        crosslight3 = RED; 
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        crosslight4 = GREEN; 

    } 

} 

 
 

Road signs 
Mission 1.0 of the Roobokart defines only the road signs that           
precede the traffic lights at the intersections. 
These signs encode on two bits the type of intersection that the            
kart must go through. This information is used by the kart to decide             
randomly which road to take at the intersections. 
 
The road signs are of the type shown and can be freely            
downloaded from here ready to be printed. 
  
 

 
 
The signs must be placed at a distance between 2 and 3 cm from              
the traffic light and before this, in the direction of travel of the kart.              
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It is important that the sign is positioned orthogonally with respect           
to the roadway to be crossed because, as we will see, the            
alignment on the sign is necessary to cross the intersection with           
the help of inertial sensors that use the alignment on the sign as             
the initial reference.  
 
The blue band is the first part of the sign that the vehicle             
encounters in its direction of travel. This is to allow the kart to             
prepare for reading the sign. 
 
The blue band is followed by a shorter black one, whose function is             
to allow the kart to align. 
 
Following, the information content of the sign which is encoded on           
two bits on the left. On the right we will have a double alternation of               
white and black bands. The change from white to black tells the            
kart to read the bit on the left.  
 

 
 
The table below contains the encoding values of the two bits for            
the different crossing possibilities.  
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b0 b1 FRONT LEFT RIGHT 

0 0 X X X 

0 1  X - X 

1 0  X X - 

1 1 - X X 
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Setting the 
challenges 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter we will introduce challenges for educational         
purposes and with progressive difficulty to become familiar with the          
Roobokart, before analyzing in detail the version v1.0 of the open           
source code released in the public archive: 
https://github.com/Perlatecnica/Roobokart  
 
To put these challenges into practice, you can use the project           
downloaded from github and replace the main.cpp file or its content           
with the code shown from time to time.  
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Challenge n.1: We start the engines 
The first challenge is to start the engines by code. 
In order to do this we will use the class defined by the files              
Devices.cpp and Devices.h located in Roobopoli / Roobokart/        
devices. 
 
This class contains instances of the control drivers of all sensors           
and engines available on the kart.  
 
So in addition to including the mbed libraries in the main, we will             
also have to include this class: 
 
#include "mbed.h" 

#include "Devices.h" 

 
and instantiate it: 
 
// Serial connection to PC 

Serial pc (USBTX, USBRX); 

Devices devices (&pc); 
 
The class constructor requires the serial port instance to print          
debug messages as a parameter. 
The instance devices will need to access the to the entire hardware            
resources of the kart. 
 
Inside the main function,  
int main() { 
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We modify the baud rate and print a message on the USB port. To              
intercept this message we can use a serial client such as Teraterm            
or putty 
 

// It changes baudrate 

pc.baud (115200); 

pc.printf ("Main: It works! \ r \ n"); 

 

From the instance devices, we access the driver currMotors of the           
DC motors control board.  
The motor control driver offers a set of APIs, some of which are of              
abstraction lower level which enable direct control of the individual          
motor. In this example we use the method speed(motorID,         

speed) which accepts two input parameters: the engine identifier,         
right or left and the speed we want for the motors. The speed can              
vary from the minimum 0 to a maximum of 100, which correspond            
to the minimum and maximum percentages of the duty cycle of the            
pwm signal (pulse with modulation) which controls the motors. 

 

devices.currMotors.speed (MOTOR_LEFT, 100); 

devices.currMotors.speed (MOTOR_RIGHT, 100); 

 

To close, an infinite loop that never lets you exit the code: 
 

while(true) { 
} 

} 

 
In the proposed implementation the IDs of the motors are defined           
as follows in the file / roobopoli / Roobokart / Roobokart _def.h 
  
//Motors 

#define MOTOR_LEFT 0 
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#define MOTOR_RIGHT 1 

 

By compiling this code and loading the binary file into the Core,            
you will see the kart proceed forward at maximum speed. 
 
To check that the motors have been connected correctly, you can           
comment the start code of the individual motors one by one. 
For example, if you comment on the instruction: 
 
 

//devices.currMotors.speed(1,100); 

 
leaving the other instruction unchanged, being 0 the identifier of          
the left engine, filling in and loading the binary code, the left engine             
should be seen to rotate in the direction in which the kart moves             
forward. If you see the left motor turning, but in the opposite            
direction, the polarity on the motor connector will be reversed. If,           
on the other hand, the right engine is rotated in the direction in             
which the kart is moving, the connection of the left and right            
engines will be reversed without reversing the polarity. Finally, if          
you see the right motor rotating but in the opposite direction, in            
addition to inverting the connections of the two motors, you will           
also have to reverse the polarity. The same is true mutatis           
mutandis for the right engine. 
 
 

Challenge n.2: Let's read the infrared      
sensors 
The infrared sensors mounted on the Roobokart consist of an          
emitter and a receiver of an infrared light. The intensity of the            
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infrared light received is linked to the color of the surface on which             
the light itself is reflected. This simple concept can be used to            
detect the passage of the kart from the black background of the            
roadway to the light and more reflective color.  
The kart has three infrared sensors, two lateral and one central in            
front. All three sensors provide a measurement of the reflection of           
the infrared light emitted by the emitting diode and received by the            
receiving diode. This is an analog signal that is read inside the            
class Device.cpp  
 
rfrontIR = new AnalogIn(RIGHT_FRONT_IR); 
lfrontIR = new AnalogIn(LEFT_FRONT_IR); 
cfrontIR = new AnalogIn(CENTER_FRONT_IR); 
 

In the file Roobokart _def.h are defined the pins connections to the            
sensors. 
 
#define RIGHT_FRONT_IR A5 

#define CENTER_FRONT_IR A1 

#define LEFT_FRONT_IR A4  

 
In order to access to the sensors, also in this case, as in that of the                
motors, the class Devices is considered.  
So let's see how to read the three sensors to print the values on              
the serial through a client like putty.  
 
Serial pc (USBTX, USBRX); 

Devices dev (& pc); 

 
After instantiating the classes Serial, Devices and the variables         
that must store the values read by the sensors, an infinite cycle            
must be created, and in each cycle the sensors are read and the             
values printed on the screen: 
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int main() { 

while(true) { 
 
leftIR = dev.lfrontIR-> read (); 

rightIR = dev.rfrontIR-> read (); 

centreIR = dev.cfrontIR-> read (); 

 

pc.printf ("Left IR sensor:% f \ r \ n", leftIR); 

pc.printf ("Right IR sensor:% f \ r \ n", rightIR); 

pc.printf ("Center IR sensor:% f \ r \ n",         

centreIR); 

 

wait_ms (300);} 
 
Sensor readings will take place every 300 milliseconds. 
 

 

 

Displaying the messages  
In order to display the messages sent by the card, it is possible to              
use a serial client such as putty. 
 
It is a client freely downloadable at the following link 
 https://www.putty.org/ . 
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Once started, select Serial as the Connection type. 
  

 
 
The Serial line, i.e. the COM number assigned to the Nucleo board            
by Windows, must be retrieved from the Device Manager.  
 
In the case shown, COM11 has been assigned. 
Finally, the communication speed must be indicated, which can be          
left at 9600 bps, the default value. 
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Once the configuration is complete, a click on the button Open will            
open a shell on which the messages sent on the serial port from             
the Nucleo board will be displayed. 
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Challenge n.3: Reading the colors 
In order to detect colors we use the TCS3200 color sensor placed            
in front of the kart and whose function in mission 1.0 is the             
detection of the color of the traffic light. 
Access to the sensor is also guaranteed in this case by the Class             
Devices. 
 
Three variables are defined to memorize the values of the three           
primary colors detected. 
 
long int blue; 
long int red; 
long int green; 
 
and inside the main cycle you can read the values 
 
blue = dev.color->ReadBlue(); 
red = dev.color->ReadRed(); 
green = dev.color->ReadGreen(); 
 
The values read can be printed on the screen using the putty            
client, as seen in the previous paragraph for infrared sensors. 
 
printf ("Blue:% d \ r \ n", blue); 

printf ("Red:% d \ r \ n", red); 

printf ("Green:% d \ r \ n", green); 

wait_ms (300); 

 
Messages are sent every 300 milliseconds. 
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To study the behavior of the sensor it is possible to submit it to its               
analysis, cards of various colors and check the values read for           
each primary color. 
In addition to the colored cards, it is useful to study the behavior of              
the sensor if it is placed in front of the rgb led strip in both cases of                 
color, red and green. 
 
The color sensor driver is also instantiated in the class Devices.cpp 
 
color = new TCS3200(TCS3200_S0, TCS3200_S1, TCS3200_S2,      

TCS3200_S3, TCS3200_OUT); 

 
The driver manufacturer requires the passage of five pins as          
parameters.  
Two are used to select the primary color filter to be read, two to              
scale the frequency of the output signal and one is the pin on             
which we will have to go to get the output signal. 
 
 

S0 S1 Description 

0 0 POWERDOWN The sensor is off 

0 1 SCALE_2: The frequency of the output signal is 
scaled to 2% 

1 0 SCALE_20: The frequency of the output signal is 
scaled to 20% 

1 1 SCALE_100: The frequency of the output signal 
it is scaled to 100% 
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The detail of the operation of this sensor is beyond the objectives            
of this manual, but we recommend searching on the web and also            
reading the datasheet.  
At this moment it is sufficient to highlight that the output signal is a              
square wave whose frequency is proportional to the selected         
primary color component. Therefore, if you want to obtain the          
components of the primary colors, Red, Green and Blue, you must           
set the corresponding filter for each reading and measure the          
frequency.  
 
 

S2 S3 Description 

0 0 Red filter 

0 1 Blue filter 

1 0 No filter 

1 1 Green filter 

 
The measurement of the frequency is actually made by the driver,           
and is carried out by counting in a certain time the number of rising              
edges of the signal detected through an interrupt . 
Frequency measurement interrupts the CPU continuously,      
therefore it is preferable to turn on the sensor only when it is strictly              
required, and turn it off in all other conditions. 
 
 

Challenge 4: The display 
The display is accessible to the user through the class Devices 
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dev.tof->display("HELLO"); 
 

where dev is the instance of Device as we have seen in previous             
cases. 
 
Serial pc(USBTX, USBRX); 
Devices devices(& pc); 
 
 

Challenge n.5: A simple line follower 
The line follower is a vehicle capable of following a line drawn on a              
background whose color is in contrast with that of the line, so that it              
is possible to use the reflection of an infrared light to detect the             
abandonment of the line that was intended to follow and take the            
right actions to intercept it again. 
 
In the next chapter dedicated to the implementation of Roobokart          
mission 1.0, it is analyzed in detail how to create a complex line             
follower. In this paragraph, the main objective is to get the right            
confidence with the sensors on board the Roobokart and the          
available libraries, we will tackle the creation of a simple line           
follower, able to follow a line drawn on the light floor with an             
insulating tape of black colour. 
 
Let's assume that you want to follow the line with the right infrared             
sensor, it can be a useful exercise to try to use the central one and               
the left one. 
 
The first operation to be performed is to use the example seen in             
the previous paragraph "We read the infrared sensors" to display          
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the values read by positioning the sensor on the road surface and            
on the line to be followed in order to calculate the average value to              
be used as a threshold. In our case, the threshold value is: 
 
#define THRESHOLD 0.08 
  
Everything you need is defined in the class Devices. 
 
Serial pc(USBTX, USBRX); 
Devices devices(& pc); 
 
Within the function main, a variable rightIR is defined and to that            
the value read by the sensor is assigned to each cycle. 
  
int main() { 

float rightIR; 
while(true) { 

rightIR = devices.rfrontIR->read(); 
if (rightIR <THRESHOLD ) { 

devices.currMotors.turn (-35,40,0,1); 
} else { 

devices.currMotors.turn (35,40,0,1); 
} 

wait_ms (1); 

} 

} 

Having the value read, you are also able to understand if the            
sensor is on the road surface or on the line to follow. 
If the value read is below the threshold, then it is on the line, and               
the method can be used turn to turn slightly to the left (-35) at a               
speed 40.  
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This rotation to the left will inevitably move the sensor away from            
the line until it crosses it and therefore exceeds the threshold. This            
implies entering the other branch of control. 
 

devices.currMotors.turn (35,40,0,1); 
 
which this time causes a rotation to the right (+35), returning the            
control to the previous case. This continuous alternation of         
passages outside and inside the line leads the vehicle to follow it. 
 
 
 

Challenge n.6: The gyroscope and the      
accelerometer 
The last challenge, before going into the merits of the mission 1.0            
of the Roobokart, concerns the use of MEMS (Micro         
Electro-Mechanical Systems), gyroscope and accelerometer. 
The first provides data regarding the angular speed of rotation of           
the vehicle along the three axes x, y, z. The second instead            
provides the accelerations along the three axes.  
The gyroscope is not very sensitive to the stresses due to the            
uneven road surface, but has drift problems, the error increases          
over time. Conversely, the accelerometer has no drift problems,         
but is very sensitive to the stresses of the uneven road surface. 
Wanting to put together the best of both sensors, it is possible to             
resort to algorithms of sensor-fusion that provide the attitude, pitch,          
roll and yaw information, i.e. the angles with respect to the three            
axes x, y, z. 
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The algorithm sensor fusion proposed here, and for which a library           
is released, makes use of a Madgwick filter, a filter whose           
implementation is released with an Open source license and allows          
us to obtain an AHRS system (Attitude and Heading Reference          
System). 
 
The aim of this challenge is to make the vehicle move forward, and             
to maintain its starting direction even when it is voluntarily rotated           
by hand. 
 
This example uses sensors and a PID algorithm whose purpose is           
to provide the corrections necessary to minimize the error. The          
detail of the PID algorithms is introduced in the next chapter, at the             
moment it is interesting to understand what its purpose is, namely           
the minimization of the error, defined as the difference between the            
current yaw value and the starting value, you intend to pursue. 
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int main() { 
 

It is necessary to calculate the time elapsed between one cycle           
and the next for the discretized integration and derivation         
operations contained in the PID algorithm. To do this, is used a            
timer, and the elapsed time is stored in the variable det. 
 

double det; 
Timer pidtimer; 

 

The instance of the PID algorithm requires the maximum and          
minimum value of the control interval, in our case from -100 to 100,             
values that represent the maximum duty cycles in the two          
directions, and the constants of proportionality, integration and        
derivation .  
Further details will be introduced later. 
 

PID * dirPID = new PID (100, -100, 30, 5, 0); 
 

In order to calibrate the sensors, MEMS are accessed through the           
class Device. 
 

dev.mems-> calibrateLSM6DSL (50); 

 

At each cycle the attitude and the value of the Yaw stored in the              
variable is setPointYawcalculated which acts as a reference        
(setpoint). 
 

dev.mems-> compute (); 

float setPointYaw = dev.mems-> attitude.yaw; 
 

The method  start(), starts the timer. 
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pidtimer.start (); 

 

while(true) { 
 

At each cycle, the attitude is calculated and the current value of the             
yaw, that is the rotation around the z axis, is stored. 
 

dev.mems->compute(); 

currentYaw = dev.mems-> attitude.yaw; 

 

The elapsed time is read by the timer and assigned to the variable             
det  

 

det = (double) pidtimer.read(); 

 

The PID algorithm evaluates the correction necessary to minimize         
the error, i.e. the difference between the reference yaw and its           
present value.  

 

direction = (int8_t) (dirPID-> evaluate (det,      

setPointYaw, currentYaw)); 

 
Finally, the timer for the next cycle is reset. 
 

pidtimer.reset (); 

 

The correction calculated by the PID and stored in the variable           
direction is passed to the method  run of the motor driver.  

 

dev.currMotors.run(-direction, 50, MOTOR_LEFT, MOTOR_RIGHT); 

 

We wait 50 milliseconds. 
 

wait_ms (50); 
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The Roobokart  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roobokart is the name of the vehicle to be assembled and           
programmed. 
The Roobokart is composed of mechanical and electronic parts         
which are listed in the specification document. 
 
This chapter introduces the assembly of the main parts and the           
programming of the vehicle through the description of an         
implementation freely provided by Perlatecnica APS.  
 

The components 
The instructions relating to the assembly of the kart sold in kit by             
the Bluenet company are contained within the package. 
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In addition to the chassis that constitutes the supporting structure          
of the vehicle and to which the two DC motors are anchored, the             
Roobokart has a motherboard on which it is possible to install the            
STMicroelectronics microcontroller board with morphopinoutTM. The      
Roobokart mounts the Nucleo F401RE based on micro STM32.         
Motor control, MEMS accelerometer and gyroscope sensors,       
proximity sensors based on time of flight technology are integrated          
on the motherboard.  

The basic mission  
The basic mission of the Roobokart is to move independently on           
the streets of Roobopoli, respecting the color of the traffic lights,           
stopping in the presence of an obstacle and then moving again           
when the obstacle is removed, and reading the signs to choose           
random lane to take at the intersection.  
 
 

Planning 
Planning is that part of logic implemented in the software, which is            
responsible for planning the trajectories for completing the mission         
task. Having to implement the basic mission as previously defined,          
there is no real planning, but rather the need to decide at each             
intersection which way to take based on the opportunities offered          
by reading the road sign.  
However, the part of the code that takes care of making this            
decision at the right time is also introduced in the proposed           
software implementation. 
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The state machine 

The states 
In order to complete its basic mission, the Roobokart goes through           
a sequence of phases, in each of which it must perform actions.            
The planning checks the states and transitions.  
 
When the control electronics are switched on, self-test and         
calibration of the sensors can be performed before starting the          
motors. The name POST_CAL_MODE is assigned to this        
power-on self-test and calibration mode. In this mode, you access          
the power-on or reset of the card. 
 
Once the calibration and test phase is over, the planning makes           
the first decision. It is not a real decision as there are no             
alternatives other than to start navigating the streets of Roobopoli.          
This navigation mode, indicated with NAV_MODE, is entrusted        
with the task of evaluating the sensor values and carrying out the            
actions to stay inside the lane.  
 
While browsing, situations may arise which must be managed by          
the software. In order to identify and predict such situations, the           
specification must be analyzed and the objectives of the mission to           
be carried out, considered. 
According to the project specification, the intersections are        
regulated by traffic lights arranged horizontally, and each traffic         
light is anticipated, along the Roobokart route, by a coded road           
sign whose purpose is to inform the vehicle of the type of            
intersection, so as to allow the software to make the choice of the             
direction to take and deal with it appropriately. 
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This suggests that, in sequence, the reading of the sign, the traffic            
light and then the crossing of the intersection should be managed.           
To each situation identified is assigned a mode. For an effective           
reading of the road sign, it will be necessary to perform an            
alignment maneuver of the vehicle to the sign, therefore it makes           
sense to call this mode ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE.  
The way to read and manage the traffic light is called           
TRAFFICLIGHT_MANAGEMENT_MODE, and finally that of     
crossing the intersection. CROSS_MANAGEMENT_MODE.  
 
Finally, it remains to consider the management of obstacles that          
the Roobokart will find along the way. We need a way to handle             
this situation which can be called 
 OBSTACLES_MANAGEMENT_MODE. 
 
Each mode is assigned an integer. We can do this in a file             
modes.h  in which the following definitions can be inserted. 
 
 

// Reset MODE 

#define RESET_MODE 0 
 

// Power On Self Test & Calibration 

#define POST_CAL_MODE 1 
 

// Navigation mode: the bot navigates in the streets         

staying in the way 

#define NAV_MODE 2 
 

// Aligning mode: The bot has recognized a roadsign 

#define ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE 3 
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// It managed the traffic light 

#define 4TRAFFICLIGHT_MANAGEMENT_MODE 
 

//It managed the cross 

#define CROSS_MANAGEMENT_MODE 5 
 

// It managed the obstacles 

#define OBSTACLES_MANAGEMENT_MODE 6 
 

//NULL MODE 

#define NULL_MODE -1 
 
 

The state transitions 
The transition from one mode to another is governed by transitions           
that become possible when events occur. 
 
To draw a diagram of the transitions, we denote the modes           
identified in the preceding paragraph as follows: 
 

● S0 = RESET_MODE  
● S1 = POST_CAL_MODE 
● S2 = NAV_MODE 
● S3 = ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE 
● S4 = TRAFFICLIGHT_MANAGEMENT_MODE 
● S5 = CROSS_MANAGEMENT_MODE 
● S6 = OBSTACLES_MANAGEMENT_MODE 

 
 
The basic mission of Roobokart described in the standard,         
suggests the following transition diagram: 
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At power on, internal tests and sensor calibration are performed.          
After this phase, you can start navigating, remaining in this mode           
until the identification of the road sign. This information is provided           
by the infrared sensor located in front of the vehicle, which will            
notice the presence of the sign by intercepting the blue band. Once            
the road sign has been identified, the Roobokart must prepare to           
read it by carrying out an alignment maneuver, this time using the            
two lateral infrared sensors and the black band that immediately          
follows the blue one. Once the alignment is finished, he can slowly            
move forward to read the road sign. At this point, you exit the             
current mode to evolve into the traffic light management mode. The           
Roobokart advances until it identifies the traffic light by reading the           
green or red color. With the red color it stops and waits for the              
green color, instead with the green color it continues to face the            
intersection. The maneuvers to face the intersection will depend on          
the type of intersection shown on the road sign. At the end of the              
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intersection you can return to navigation mode. If an obstacle is           
present in any mode, the Roobokart must stop until it is removed.  
 
For simplicity, in the diagram we do not report the transition to            
state S6 which can take place in any operating mode, and then            
re-enter the original mode in order to implement the requirement          
that the Roobokart stops in the presence of an obstacle and           
resumes its run when the obstacle is removed. 
 
The operating modes can be managed in the main cycle using a            
control structure switch-case. If each mode is managed by a class           
that exposes a public method runMode(), once the class is          
instantiated, we will have to call that method of the corresponding           
class. The method runMode() must return the next mode,         
consistent with the state diagram. As we will see, planning will lead            
the evolution of the state machine. 
 
int main() { 

// It changes baudrate 

pc.baud (9600); 

 

// It informs the planning that the code has started.          

Actions will be taken  

currentmode = planning.SetCurrentMode(RESET_MODE); 
 

while(true) { 
 

#ifdef DEBUG_MAIN 
pc.printf("Main: It works! \ r \ n"); 

#endif 

 

switch(currentmode) { 
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case POST_CAL_MODE: 
currentmode = postmode.runMode(); 
break; 

 

case NAV_MODE: 
currentmode = navmode.runMode(); 

// break is removed. It takes less time switching to          

the next mode that is the following       

ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE 

 

case ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE: 
currentmode = rsamode.runMode(); 
break; 

 

case TRAFFICLIGHT_MANAGEMENT_MODE: 
currentmode = tlmode.runMode(); 
break; 

 

case CROSS_MANAGEMENT_MODE: 
currentmode = crossmode.runMode(); 
break; 

 

case OBSTACLES_MANAGEMENT_MODE: 
currentmode = obstmode.runMode(); 
break; 

 

default: 

break; 

} 

} 

} 
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The first instruction that is executed is to inform the planning that            
the code is running and that the necessary actions must be           
performed. The method returns to the next state, which will be           
used in the control structure switch-case. 
As we will see when we analyze the planning class, in the current             
implementation, the invocation of the method SetCurrentMode       

returns the next state towards which the state machine must          
evolve. 
 

The Power-On-Self-Test and Calibration    
mode  

In this mode, some preliminary operations are performed and with          
the vehicle stationary. The calibration operations implemented       
concern: 
 

● determination of the set-point to be followed in navigation         
mode; 

● calibration of the color sensor for correct identification of         
the green and red colors of the traffic light. 

 
Like the other operating modes, this is also implemented by a class            
encoded in the two files PostMode.cpp and PostMode.h. 
In addition to the class constructor, this exposes a public method           
runMode(void) for its execution which returns the next state         
retrieved from the Planning class. 
 
Within this method the AUTO CAL MODE is printed on the display.            
Each word is printed in sequence, temporally separated by 500          
milliseconds. 
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currDevices-> tof-> display ("AUTO"); 
wait_ms (500); 
currDevices-> tof-> display ("CAL"); 
wait_ms(500); 
currDevices-> tof-> display ("MODE"); 
wait_ms(500); 

 
You are asked to press the user button, the blu one, to proceed to              
the next step, i.e. the determination of the set point. 
 
while(currDevices-> usrButton-> read ()! = 0) {;} 
 
The setpoint is calculated as the difference in the analog readings           
of the two left and right infrared sensors.  
Before pressing the user button, the Roobokart must be positioned          
with the right infrared sensor on the right edge of the lane at the              
limit of the white tape that delimits the roadway on the right. In this              
way it is possible to measure the two values simultaneously. 
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The measure is implemented by the private method of the class           
calSPDirection (); 

 
The setpoint is calculated as reported in the next chapter, that           
about the PID algorithm. 
 
This means that in navigation mode, this constant value is tracked,           
keeping the vehicle at such a distance from the white line that            
delimits the lane on the right, to keep the difference of the two spd              
values and the current value, that is the error, to zero. 
 
The next step is to calibrate the color sensor. 
This is signaled by the printout on the display of the message: 
 
currDevices-> tof-> display ("red"); 
 
The kart must be positioned with the color sensor at the distance            
from the traffic light that you want to keep in operation. A good             
distance is 1 cm from the traffic light. This precaution allows you to             
stop in time when the red color is detected. Most likely more tests             
will have to be done. 
Once the kart is positioned, when the traffic light turns red, press            
the user button, the blue one on the Core tab. 
 
while(currDevices-> usrButton-> read ()! = 0) {;} 
 

The color is read  
int red = currDevices-> color-> ReadRed (); 
 

and the stored threshold. 
currDevices-> setRedThreshold (red); 
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Once the red color has been read, the message will appear 
 
currDevices-> tof->display("gree"); 
 
By leaving the kart in the same position, and pressing the user            
button when the traffic light is green, the color is read 
 
int green = currDevices->color->ReadGreen(); 
 

and stored the threshold. 
currDevices->setGreenThreshold(green); 

 
At this point the calibration mode is finished. 
 
Note that the color sensor is turned on at the beginning of the             
calibration procedure  
 
currDevices->color->SetMode (TCS3200::SCALE_20); 
 
and is turned off at the end 
 
currDevices->color->SetMode(TCS3200::POWERDOWN); 
 
The operations concerning the color sensor require the introduction         
of delays for the stabilization of the output signal. 
 
The color sensor offers four digital inputs and one digital output. 
Two of the four inputs, those indicated by S0 and S1, allow the             
device to be switched off and the output signal to be scaled            
according to the following table. 
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S0 S1 MODE 

0 0 POWERDOWN The device is off 

0 1 SCALE_2 The frequency is scaled to 2% 

1 0 SCALE_20 The frequency is scaled to 20% 

1 1 SCALE_100 The frequency is scaled to 100% 

 
The other two digital inputs, those indicated by S2 and S3, are            
used to set the filter on the frequency of the primary colors, red             
green and blue according to the table below. 
 
 

S2 S3 FILTER 

0 0 Red filter 

1 1 Green filter 

0 1 Blue filter 

1 0 No filter 

 
Measuring a color requires reading the three primary components,         
that is, measuring the frequency of the output signal downstream          
of a suitable filter setting.  
In fact, the measurement of the primary color component is          
provided in the form of a train of pulses whose frequency is            
proportional to the measured color, possibly scaled by a factor as           
indicated by the configuration of pins S0 and S1. 
To measure the frequency of the sensor output signal, we must           
count the number of pulses in a given period of time. This requires             
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the use of the interrupt mechanism provided by the microcontroller.          
That is to say that with each pulse, the CPU is interrupted to go to               
serve the interruption which in our case consists in increasing a           
counter variable. After the one second measurement time, the         
number of pulses counted will give us a measure of the signal            
frequency. 
This system requires the introduction of delays for the stabilization          
of the output signal, and also overloads the CPU. 
For this reason the sensor is kept off during the navigation of the             
kart, and access only when a road sign is detected that always            
precedes a traffic light. 
 
 

Planning  

Planning in the basic mission performs the following functions: 
 

● It manages the state transitions, establishing in which state         
the state machine must pass; 

● It randomly establishes the direction to take at an         
intersection. 

 
In order to perform these functions, the planning must be informed           
about the current status and the value read by the road sign.            
Therefore the planning, which is implemented by a class         
accessible to all modes, will expose a set of APIs that must be             
appropriately invoked. 
 
State transitions are managed through the method       
SetCurrentMode which receives one state at the input and returns          
the next one foreseen by the state machine design. This          
mechanism allows you to develop the code in a modular way,           
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adding or subtracting states if necessary and integrating them in a           
single point or within this method.  
During debugging, this method can be used to force a state even if             
not expected by the final operation. 
 
int Planning ::SetCurrentMode(int mode) { 

currentMode = mode; 
switch (currentMode){ 

 
case RESET_MODE: 

nextMode = POST_CAL_MODE; 

break; 
homes POST_CAL_MODE: 

nextMode = NAV_MODE; 
break; 

 
homes NAV_MODE: 

nextMode = ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE; 

maxlimitModeSpeed = CRUISE_NAV_SPEED; 
minlimitModeSpeed = MIN_NAV_SPEED; 
break; 

 
homes ROAD_SIGN_ALIGNING_MODE: 

nextMode = TRAFFICLIGHT_MANAGEMENT_MODE; 

break; 
 

case TRAFFICLIGHT_MANAGEMENT_MODE: 
nextMode = CROSS_MANAGEMENT_MODE; 
break; 

 
homes CROSS_MANAGEMENT_MODE: 

nextMode = NAV_MODE; 

break; 
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default: 

nextMode = NULL_MODE; 

break; 

} 
return nextMode; 

} 
 
The method SetCrossCodeRead is invoked inmode      
RoadSignAlignMode when the road sign reading is complete and         
the represented value is available. The method is invoked by          
passing the value as the value for the parameter crosscoder          

read by the sign.  
 
/ ** 

 * It informs the planning about the value of the 

cross road read. 

 * / 

void Planning::SetCrossCodeRead(uint32_t 
crosscoderead) { 

currcoderead = crosscoderead; 
 

// initialize random seed 

srand(seed); 
// next seed will be a random number 

seed = rand() % 1000 +1; 
 

// generate random number between 0 and 2. It 

is the index of the column in the cross matrix 

random_index = rand() % 3; 
// if the value selected in the cross matrix is 

not allowed (= 0), the next column will be 
chosen 
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next_index = random_index + 1; 
 

// control if next index exceeds the max column 

number 

if(next_index > 2) next_index = 0; 
 

// select the direction 

if(cross[currcoderead] [random_index] == 1) 
direction = directions(random_index); 

else direction = directions(next_index); 
} 

The method immediately establishes the next random direction.        
The possible directions are coded by a number between 0 and 2.            
Of course not all directions are possible, this depends on the type            
of intersection, but this is known information since it was read by            
the road sign. Therefore the direction to be taken with a random            
extraction is evaluated and if this is not allowed by the type of             
intersection, the immediately following one is considered.  
In fact, two indices are used for the matrix of possible values,            
random_index and next_index = random_index + 1  
The first is discarded if not admissible. In that case the second is             
used. 
This mechanism of choice of direction, entrusted to planning, can          
be easily scaled and replaced by different logics, to adapt the           
structure to future missions of the kart that do not provide for a             
random choice of direction. 

The Navigation Mode 

The purpose of the navigation mode is to keep the Roobokart           
inside the lane. In this mode, you stay until you find a road sign. In               
this paragraph a possible algorithm is analyzed that allows to          
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implement this requirement using only the two infrared sensors         
placed on the sides and in front of the chassis. 
 
A PID, i.e. Proportional, Integrative and Derivative control will be          
used. 
 

The line follower 
Before seeing what it is, it is useful to analyze the problem you             
want to solve. 
The goal is to follow the white line to the right of the lane, keeping               
a constant distance from it.  
 
The classic line-follower problem is analyzed below, then        
reformulating this in the specific case of the Roobokart. 
The figure shows the red vehicle, the blue IR sensor is positioned            
in the front of the vehicle and the black line is the one to follow.  
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Assuming to initially locate the vehicle to the right of the black line             
to be followed, the simplest algorithm to implement is that if the IR             
sensor sees white, then the vehicle must be turned to the left,            
when instead it sees the black of the line to be followed, the vehicle              
must be turned to the right.  
 
With this algorithm, a behavior such as that shown in the following            
figures is obtained. 
 

 
 

 
 
Initially the vehicle sees the color white and then rotates to the left,             
until it intercepts the black line. 
 
At this point then turn to the right until you move away from the              
black line to start the cycle again. 
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The limit of this hardware configuration, i.e. of an IR sensor           
arranged as in the figure, with the algorithm presented, is that the            
vehicle will move oscillating around the black line to be followed           
with a considerable expenditure of electricity and with reduced         
forward speed. 
 
The situation can be improved by adding an IR sensor to the            
vehicle at a distance such that the black line to be followed is             
between the two sensors as in the following figure. 
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In this case, the algorithm provides that the vehicle advances when           
both sensors see white, that the vehicle rotates left when the left            
sensor sees black and rotates right when the right sensor sees             
black.  
This hardware-software configuration greatly improves the line       
follower performance, but the movement will still oscillate around         
the target line to be followed. 
 

The PID controller 
The algorithm allows you to control a given quantity by          
compensating the external stresses that can lead to an error, that           
is, to a removal of the desired preset value.  
The removal of the variable value from the desired preset value is            
the error ϵ which must be compensated. The greater the error to be             
compensated, the greater the correction to be given. So in the first            
instance, we can approach the problem with a correction         
proportional to the error: 
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 Kp  P =  × ε  

 
where P is the correction to be supplied to the system and Kp the              
constant that must be identified to regulate the response of the           
system. The constant will be suitably adjusted, because on the one           
hand a higher value for the same error means greater correction           
and therefore faster response, on the other a high value of Kp can             
lead to system instability. This concept, applied to the line tracker,           
would cause the vehicle to rotate on itself. 
 
Therefore proportional correction is fundamental, it must be well         
regulated, but it is not enough on its own to perform the task of              
compensating for the error. 
 
We then introduce a component of the correction that takes into           
account the history of the error. 
 

 Ki  ε  tI =  ×  × δ  
 
This component is used to stabilize the control and to dampen the            
pendulum effect introduced by the proportional component. Also in         
this case, the weight of the integrative component, i.e. the constant           
Ki, must be suitably adjusted in combination with the proportionality          
constant Kp. The integrative component, in carrying out its         
damping function, introduces a delay which makes the system less          
reactive. 
 
To compensate for the loss of reactivity of the control, another           
component can be introduced to the control, the derivative one.          
This component provides a forecast on the error trend allowing the           
control to be more incisive if the error is increasing or vice versa             
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less incisive if the error is decreasing. This component can be           
expressed as follows: 
 

 Kd D =  ×  δt
δε  

 
where Kd is the constant that establishes the weight of the           
component in the overall control expression, and the variation       εδ    
of error in two successive instants 
 

ϵ = ϵt - ϵt-1δ  

 
Ultimately complete control is expressed by law: 
 

C = P + I + D 
 

The choice of constants 

Since we do not have a mathematical model of the system to be             
controlled, all we can do is obtain the values of the constants ,            pK

, by carrying out tests. That is, you have to go and setiK dK              
values for the constants, and check that the behavior is the           
expected one. Although this approach is the only alternative         
available in the absence of a vehicle model, the results that can be             
obtained are satisfactory. An effective method consists in fixing a          
very small weight to the integrative and derivative components and          
modulating the gain of the proportional component until obtaining         
acceptable behavior. At this point we begin to increase the weight           
of the two components I and D, one at a time, reviewing the value              
of the gain of the proportional control until obtaining the desired           
behavior. 
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The implementation 
The heart of the PID controller is the method evaluate which is            
invoked at each cycle, passing as a parameter, in addition to the            
cycle time (double dt), the setpoint value (double setpoint) to be           
followed and the current value (double currentvalue).  
 
double PID :: evaluate(double dt, double setpoint, double        

currentvalue) 

 

In this application the setpoint is a constant initialized in POST           
(Power On Self Test) mode, and equal to the average value read            
by the left IR sensor, which looks at the black background street,            
and from the right sensor that looks at the white, to which we             
subtract a small percentage. At the start, the Roobokart must be           
placed with the left and right IR sensors arranged as described. 
 
spd = (rfrontIR lfrontIR +) /2 - ((rfrontIR lfrontIR 
*+)15/100);  

 

The current value is the value that in the navigation mode cycle is             
read by the right IR sensor.  
The control algorithm will work at each cycle of the navigation           
mode to bring the error to zero: 
 

e = rfrontID - spd 

 
The PID algorithm is implemented in the library developed by the           
Perlatecnica Association and contained in the PLT_PID folder. The         
two files PID.cpp and PID.h are released inside the folder.  
The file PID.cpp contains the class constructor and the public          
method "evaluate" which calculates the correction to be made to          
the direction to chase the virtual line located at a constant distance            
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from the white line to the right of the roadway. The virtual line             
chased is defined by a constant value of the difference in the            
readings taken by the two infrared sensors arranged laterally in the           
front of the chassis. 
 
The class constructor receives at the input the constants and the           
maximum and minimum value that is desired for the correction. 
 
 
PID::PID(double max, double min, double Kp, double Kd,        

double Ki ) 
{ 

_max = max; 
_min = min; 
_Kp = Kp; 
_Kd = Kd; 
_Ki = Ki; 
_old_error = 0; 
_integral = 0; 

} 

 
 
The values of the constants are determined with the technique          
indicated above, as regards the maximum and minimum value, we          
ask for 100 and -100. These two values are not random, but            
represent the maximum value of the duty cycle in the two           
directions of rotation of the motors. 
 
The class constructor of the PID controller is invoked in navigation           
mode as follows: 
 
dirPID = new PID(100, -100, 75, 5, 10);  
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In addition to the constructor of the PID class, there is the public             
method "evaluate" which is the heart of the control algorithm. 
 
The method takes as input the setpoint, that is the value of the             
distance from the right white line of the roadway, which represents           
the distance to be kept constant, the current value of this distance,            
defined by the difference of the values read by the two infrared            
sensors, and the time cycle, which is the time between two           
evaluate method calls.  
 
double PID::evaluate(double dt, double setpoint, 
double currentvalue) 
{ 

double _dt = dt; 
 

// error 

    double error = setpoint - currentvalue; 
 

    // PID controller Proportional term 
    double P = _Kp * error; 
 

    // PID controller Discrete Integral term 
    _integral + = error * _dt; 
    double I = _Ki * _integral; 
 

    // PID controller Derivative term 
    double derivative = (error - _old_error) / _dt; 
    double D = _Kd * derivative; 
 

    // Controller Output 
    double C = P + I + D; 
 

    // Saturation to interval values 
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    if( C > _max ) { 
 C = _max; 
    } 

    else if( C < _min ) { 
        C = _min; 
    } 

 

    // Store the current error value as the previous 
one for next calling 

    _old_error = error; 
 

    return C; 
} 
 
As for the proportional component, this is simply the product of the            
constant for the error calculated within the method: 
 
double error = setpoint - currentvalue; 
 

The integrative component is discretized by multiplying the error         
value in the instants of reading the values of the infrared sensors,            
by the time interval between two successive readings. This         
component takes into account the history of the error, at each           
iteration the contribution in the interval of interest is added with its            
own sign. 
 

_integral + = error * _dt; 
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Fixed the discrete integral, the integrative component is calculated         
by multiplying the integrative constant by the value of the integral           
at that instant. 
 
double I = _Ki * _integral; 
 
Finally the derivative component. This describes the growth or         
decrease of the error. So to be able to calculate it, we stor eat each               
interval _dt the error value, so that we can compare it with the             
current error value at the next instant.  
The derivative component is therefore obtained by the ratio of the           
difference of the errors in two successive instants spaced by an           
interval of time _dt and the interval itself. 
 
double derivative = (error - _old_error) / _dt; 
 
Once the discrete derivative has been solved, the derivative         
component of the correction is calculated by multiplying the         
derivative constant by the value of the derivative at that instant. 
 
double D = _Kd * derivative; 
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The control of DC motors with brushes 
The electric motor is capable of transforming electrical energy into          
mechanical energy and therefore of moving a wheel connected         
integrally to its rotor axis. 
The engine manages to do this by exploiting the laws of physics            
related to electromagnetic phenomena. There are different types of         
motors, stepper, servo, brushless and brushed, that is with or          
without brushes. Those examined in this paragraph are those with          
brushes. 
 
We want to be able to control the speed and direction of rotation of              
an engine used for traction, as in the case of the two Roobokart             
engines. 
 
Before seeing how it is possible to control these two engine           
parameters, some considerations relating to the behaviors that you         
want to obtain from their control are useful. 
 
The Roobokart is equipped with two DC motors with brushes. To           
make it move forward, the two motors must rotate at the same            
speed and in the direction that drives the vehicle forward. This also            
applies to proceeding backwards with the appropriate inversion of         
the direction of rotation of the wheels.  
The rotation of the Roobokart is obtained instead, with different          
speeds of the single wheels or with opposite directions of rotation           
of these. The two modes have an effect on the curvature of the             
trajectory followed by the vehicle. 
 
If the two wheels move with the same speed and in such a way as               
to make the vehicle move forward, the result will be an           
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advancement of the Roobokart at speed V = Vsx = Vdx as shown             
in the following figure: 
 

 
 

 
If the two wheels move at different linear speeds (Vdx> Vsx) and            
such as to make the vehicle move forward, the result will be a             
forward rotation.  
The greater the difference in speed between the two wheels, the           
smaller the radius of curvature. 
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The limit case occurs when the speed of the left wheel is zero. In              
this case the Roobokart will rotate on itself describing a          
circumference with a center coinciding with the left wheel and a           
radius equal to the distance between the two wheels. 
 

 
 
 
Vice versa, if the linear speed of the left wheel is greater than the              
right one (Vsx> Vdx), and such as to make the vehicle move            
forward, the result is a forward rotation. 
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Also in this situation, the limit case occurs when the speed of the             
right wheel is zero Vdx = 0. The Roobokart rotates to the right             
describing a circumference with a center coincident with the right          
wheel and a radius equal to the distance between the wheels. 
 

 
 
If the speeds of the two wheels are the same but in the opposite              
direction, the Roobokart rotates around its axis. 
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Indicating with ICR, the instantaneous center of rotation, i.e. the          
point around which the Roobokart rotates, describing a        
circumference of radius equal to the distance of this point from the            
wheel, if the vehicle is moving forward, the ICR point, for both            
wheels located at an infinite distance. 
 

 
 

 
For simplicity, suppose that the Vdx speed is constant and equal to            
the cruising speed established for the Roobokart. To curve the          
trajectory to the left we have to reduce the speed of the left wheel              
Vsx. The difference in speed of the two wheels brings the ICR            
point closer to the left wheel. The extremes are when when Vsx =             
Vdx up to Vsx = 0. 
Therefore for is where Rc is the  sx V ∈ 0, V dx[  ]   c 0, [R ∈ [ ∞      
distance of the IRC point from the fulcrum wheel. 
 
These considerations lead to the conclusion that the control of the           
Roobokart trajectories is obtained by controlling the difference in         
speed of the driving wheels and their direction of rotation. This           
conclusion is taken up again later when the integration of the PID            
control and the low-level motor driver are discussed. 
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The low level control 
The low level control, that is the direct control of the motors, the             
one that takes care of regulating the speed and the direction of            
rotation, takes place thanks to a dedicated hardware and a low           
level driver software that has the task to drive the board. This level             
of control is not aware of the mission and the highest logical level             
trajectories, but it does the job closest to the hardware by receiving            
commands from the highest control and planning levels in the          
sense of abstraction from the hardware. 
 
The hardware that performs the hardware driver function is the          
STMicroelectronics IHM12A1, expansion board Low voltage dual       
brush DC motor driver expansion board based on STSPIN240 for          
STM32 Nucleo. 
 

 
 
This expansion card allows to drive two motors. This expansion          
board is integrated in the motherboard you can find in the           
Roobokart kit. 
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Speed control 
Speed in a DC motor depends on the voltage value applied to the             
terminals. So by varying the voltage at the terminals, it is possible            
to control the rotor rotation speed. 
To obtain a variable voltage that can be controlled by a digital            
system, we use a Pulse With Modulation (PWM) digital signal. It is            
a periodic signal, that is to say that every predetermined interval of            
time, said period, is repeated. It is indicated in the figure with the             
letter T.  
 

 
 
 

In the figure a PWM signal is represented where Ton is the time in              
which the signal assumes the high value (5V), and Toff the time            
when it is low (0V). It is therefore possible to define another            
parameter that characterizes the PWM signal, that is the duty          
cycle.  
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uty cycle d = T
Tof f  

 
The duty cycle expresses in percentage the time in which the           
signal is high compared to the period. 
The duty cycle is zero when the signal always has the low value,             
and a duty cycle is equal to 100% when the signal always has the              
high value. All other cases are intermediate with respect to these           
two borderline situations. The inductive effects of the motor mean          
that in intermediate cases, this sees the average voltage value in           
the period.  
For example, in the following figure a duty cycle of 60% is applied,             
this means that the average voltage value at the motor terminals is            
60% of the maximum value. 
 

 
 

 
Therefore, from now on, we mean the motor speed, in terms of            
percentage of the maximum value, corresponding to the maximum         
applied voltage [V]. 
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The direction of rotation control 
It remains to be seen how to control the direction of rotation of the              
rotor. This depends on the polarity applied to the terminals. Given           
a certain voltage, the inversion of the rotation motion is obtained by            
reversing the polarity at the motor terminals. 
 

 
 
If in the previous figure, the motor rotates in the clockwise           
direction, then reversing the polarities results in the inversion of the           
direction of rotation. 
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In order to control the reversal of the voltage at the motor            
terminals, four transistors are used which function as controlled         
switches, arranged at H. We speak of H-bridge. 
 

 
 
 
In fact, let A, B, C and D be the four switches arranged as in the                
circuit in figure. In the situation where the switches are all open, the             
voltage across the motor is zero and therefore the motor is           
stopped.  
Excluding the cases in which all the four switches or the pairs on             
the same sides are closed, i.e. AB and CD, situations in which a             
short circuit is created between the positive and negative terminals,          
the cases of interest remain, i.e. the closing of A and D or closing              
of C and D. 
In the first case, the one with the switches A and D closed, the              
motor sees voltage applied with the indicated polarities, which         
produces a rotation in the counterclockwise direction. 
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To reverse the polarity at the motor terminals, and therefore the           
direction of rotation, it is necessary to open switches A and D, and             
close C and D.  
 

 
 
  
At this point it is clear that to control a DC motor, it is necessary to                
have a board which, having an H bridge, acts as a hardware driver.             
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The configuration of the H bridge takes place with a digital pin            
whose high or low value will open or close the pairs of switches. 
 
 
 

The low level driver (LLD) 
The PWM signal is physically generated using the timers available          
from the microcontroller. Configuration and management is held by         
the low level driver (LLD) which is provided by STMicrolectronics. 
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The xLab laboratory of the Perlatecnica Association has developed         
a further level of abstraction by providing a set of API (Application            
Programming Interface) for the control of the motors. This level of           
software, in addition to replicating the control of the individual          
motors, already available in the LLD, provides APIs for connection          
to the PID module and to carry out more complex maneuvers. 
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Integrating the PID controller and the      
motor driver 
As previously mentioned, the PID controller allows you to follow a           
reference value for a variable. In the case of the Roobokart, the            
PID controller follows a constant value, setpoint, for a variable          
direction, which we define as the difference of the values read by            
the two infrared sensors placed frontally on the Roobokart. 
The controller provides as output a C correction which serves to           
compensate for the direction error due to external effects. This          
control, in our implementation, can take a value between -100 and           
100. 
This correction value is passed as a parameter to amethod turn           
exposed as an API by the driver.  
 

 
 
 
The method turn applies the correction value as the difference in           
speed between the two wheels in absolute value, and it does so            
taking into account the sign to decide what the fastest wheel           
should be.  
 
void MotorShieldIHM12A1::turn(int8_t direction, int8_t 
velocity, unsigned int lMotor, unsigned int rMotor) { 
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int8_t leftMotspeed; 
int8_t rigthMotspeed; 

 

saturated(&direction); 
saturated(&velocity); 

 

 
The method tends to maintain cruising speed, increasing the speed          
value of the wheel which must rotate faster until reaching the           
maximum value. Beyond that value, it reduces the slower wheel          
speed value while maintaining the difference equal to the         
correction required. 

 

if(direction > 0) { 
if(velocity + direction <= 100) { 

leftMotspeed = (velocity + direction); 
rigthMotspeed = (velocity); 

} else { 
leftMotspeed = (100); 
rigthMotspeed = (100 - direction); 

} 

 

} 

 

else if(direction < 0) { 
direction = abs(direction); 
if(velocity + direction <= 100) { 
rigthMotspeed = (velocity + direction); 
leftMotspeed = (velocity); 
} else { 

rigthMotspeed = (100); 
leftMotspeed = (100 - direction); 
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} 

} 

 

No fixes to make 
 

else { 

leftMotspeed = (velocity); 
rigthMotspeed = (velocity); 

} 

 

Sets the speed value for each motor  
 

speed(rMotor,leftMotspeed); 
speed(lMotor,rigthMotspeed); 

} 

 

 
 

The sign reading mode 
This mode is managed by the class encoded in the files           
RoadSignAlignMode.cpp and RoadSignAlignMode.h. 
In this mode two tasks must be implemented, aligning the kart on            
the sign and reading the road sign. 
 
Alignment is necessary for the sign to be read correctly. In fact the             
kart could arrive oblique with respect to this causing an incorrect           
reading or even making it impossible. 
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It should be remembered that in this mode you get there because            
in navigation mode a road sign has been identified thanks to the            
front infrared sensor. 
Therefore, being no longer in navigation, it is possible to use the            
two lateral infrared sensors for the purpose of alignment. 
 
In this mode there are two operating states,        
NOT_ALIGNED_STATUS and READ_CODE_STATUS. The    
system remains in the first state until the alignment is complete,           
and then transits to the next for reading the sign. 
 
The alignment will be complete when both the lateral infrared          
sensors are on the black alignment band, the one that immediately           
follows the blue band identifying the sign. 
 

  
 
Each mode is a cycle that remains active until the conditions for            
moving to the next mode provided by the state machine are           
created. In practice, to trigger the change of mode it is sufficient to             
value the variable currentmode to the next value.  
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while(currentmode == mymode) {...} 
 

At the beginning of each cycle, the values of the infrared sensors            
are read, to be then evaluated. The values read are filtered with an             
average of 5 readings interspersed with 10ms. 
 
To align the kart it must be checked whether the lateral infrared            
sensors are seeing black or not.  
If a sensor sees white, the corresponding motor runs at reduced           
speed (40), otherwise it stops.  
 
if(LEFT_IR_WHITE) {  

currDevices-> currMotors.speed (MOTOR_LEFT, 40); 

}  

else {  

currDevices-> currMotors.stop (MOTOR_LEFT);} 

 

This is done for both engines 
 

if(RIGHT_IR_WHITE) {
currDevices-> currMotors.speed (MOTOR_RIGHT, 40); 

}  

else { currDevices-> 

currMotors.stop (MOTOR_RIGHT);} 

 

When both infrared sensors are on black, the alignment is          
complete.  
 
if((RIGHT_IR_BLACK) & (LEFT_IR_BLACK)) { 

 

Once the MEMS inertial sensors have been calibrated, the attitude          
is calculated, that is the orientation on the three axes (x, y, z). In              
particular, it is of interest for this application that with respect to the             
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z axis called yaw. Once the yaw value is obtained immediately           
after the alignment, this becomes the zero, i.e. the reference          
against which the crossing maneuvers can be implemented. This         
value is stored in the planning using the method         
setSetPointYaw(). 
At this point, proceed forward at a constant and equal speed for            
both motors, passing through the reading status of the two-bit          
coded sign.  
The transition from white to black on the right is used to identify             
when the information bit on the left should be read. 
 
currDevices->mems->calibrateLSM6DSL(50); 

 

// It stores the current yaw as setpoint

currDevices->mems->compute(); 

float setPointYaw = currDevices->mems->attitude.yaw; 
currPlanning->setSetPointYaw(setPointYaw); 

wait_ms (500); 

currDevices->currMotors.run(0.50, MOTOR_LEFT, 

MOTOR_RIGHT); 

status = READ_CODE_STATUS; 
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The first check is if the black-white transition event detected by the            
right sensor has occurred. In order to do this, it must be            
remembered that the kart has switched to white with the right           
sensor.  
This is stored in the boolean variable righIR_previousvalue. 
It must be assessed whether the kart passes on black and           
previously had passed on white 
 
if (righIR_previousvalue && RIGHT_IR_BLACK) {  

 

If so, read the left infrared sensor.  
Black represents the value 1, while white represents the value 0. 
 
if(LEFT_IR_BLACK)  
 

Having read a black and therefore a 1, it stores the value read in              
the variable roadsignvalue. To do this, a logical OR operation of           
the previous value of the variable is performed with a bit mask. In             
particular, if the bit must be raised, since it is a 1, the mask will               
have only the least significant bit at 1 and all the others at 0. 
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roadsignvalue = roadsignvalue | mask1; 

 

where it is  
uint32_t mask1 = 0x00000001; 
 

If, on the other hand, a white or a value of 0 has been read, the                
corresponding bit of the variable must be lowered roadsignvalue  
 

else  

roadsignvalue = roadsignvalue = roadsignvalue & mask0; 

 

in this case a logical AND operation must be performed between           
the current value of the variable and a bit mask that contemplates            
all the high bits except the least significant one, i.e. 
 

uint32_t mask0 = 0xFFFFFFFE; 
 

At the end of the reading a bit counter read is increased 
 

bitcount ++;  

 

and it is stated that the color read on the right is not white in order                
to reset the algorithm 
 
righIR_previousvalue = false;  

 

If the number of bits read is the expected one, the value read is              
printed on the display and the transition to the next state is            
prepared. 
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if(bitcount> BITS_TO_BE_READ) {
currDevices->tof->display((int) roadsignvalue);

status = PREPARE_NEXT_STATUS;} 

 

otherwise, the value of the bit read and memorized is moved to the             
left to make room for the next, being the one currently read the             
most significant. 
 
else { 
roadsignvalue = (roadsignvalue << 1);

status = READ_CODE_STATUS;}}  

 

It assesses whether the white has been read by the right sensor in             
order to perform the actions corresponding to the next cycle. 
 
righIR_previousvalue = RIGHT_IR_WHITE; 

 
At this point it is possible to prepare for the transition to the next              
mode envisaged by the state machine, that is, the management of           
the traffic light. 
The preparation consists in valuing the variable with the value of           
the next mode. 
 
currentmode = nextmode;  

 

This allows you to exit the infinite cycle linked to the current mode.  
Engines stop 
 

currDevices-> currMotors.stop(); 

 

and the color sensor turns on, as the color of the traffic light must              
be read soon. 
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currDevices->color->setMode(TCS3200::SCALE_20); 

 

Finally, the planning of the value read by the road sign should be             
informed, so that this can choose the direction to be taken. 
 

currPlanning->setCrossCodeRead(roadsignvalue); 

 

 

Traffic light management mode 

This mode is managed by the class encoded in the files           
TrafficLightMode.cpp and TrafficLightMode.h. 
In this mode, only the color of the traffic light must be evaluated. In              
this state, it starts from the reading status of the road sign, in which              
the color sensor has been turned on.  
The first thing to do is to recover the color thresholds that have             
been stored when the Power On Self Test (POST) mode has been            
performed. 
 
int redthreshold = currDevices-> getRedThreshold (); 
int greenthreshold = currDevices->getGreenThreshold(); 
 
At each cycle, the two colors red and green are read by the color              
sensor  
 
red = currDevices-> color-> ReadRed(); 

green = currDevices-> color-> ReadGreen(); 

 
to compare the current values with the thresholds. 
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If the current values read are higher than the thresholds, it means            
that the kart has not yet reached the traffic lights, and therefore can             
proceed straight at a minimum speed, ready to stop if the red value             
drops below the threshold.  
To stop the kart instantly, it sets a negative speed equal to the             
value assigned to the label BRAKING_FORCE_DEFAULT which does not         
make it go backwards, but exerts a braking force that counteracts           
inertia. 
 
if(red <redthreshold) { 
currDevices->currMotors.run(0,BRAKING_FORCE_DEFAULT, 
MOTOR_LEFT, MOTOR_RIGHT); 

} 

 
If instead the green color falls below the threshold,  
 
else if(green <greenthreshold) { 
 

means that it is possible to exit this mode  
 
currentmode = nextmode;  

 

and turn off the color sensor. 
 
currDevices->color->setMode(TCS3200::POWERDOWN); 

 

The next method is to manage the crossing of the intersection. 
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Crossing mode 

Currently the code released in version 1.0 does not yet implement           
the crossing of all types of crossing. In particular, only the front            
direction is managed if allowed. The structure of the code,          
however, is complete and the implementation of the missing part,          
although probably the most complex, can be a useful exercise. 
 
This mode is managed by the class encoded in the files           
CrossMode.cpp and CrossMode.h. 
 
Also in this case everything is managed with a cycle within the            
method runMode(void) in which we remain until the conditions         
are created to enhance the variable currentmode with the new          
value, that is the one planned in the state machine. 
 
Once the set point has been recovered, i.e. the reference point           
against which to cross the intersection, it is possible to proceed.  
 
setPointYaw = currPlanning->getSetPointYaw(); 

 
It starts the timer for the PID algorithm and the timer that measures             
the crossing time. 
 
pidtimer.start (); 

crosstimer.start (); 

 
Infrared sensors are read at each cycle, the values of which can be             
useful for estimating the position of the kart. 
 
rfrontIR = currDevices->rfrontIR->read(); 

lfrontIR = currDevices->lfrontIR->read(); 
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cfrontIR = currDevices->cfrontIR->read(); 

 
It should be remembered that in mission 1.0, the direction to be            
taken at the intersection is random among those possible based on           
the type of intersection. 
The choice is up to the planning that exposes a method to recover             
this choice. 
 
currentDirection = currPlanning->GetDirection(); 

 
Once the direction to be taken has been obtained, it can be used a              
switch..case to discriminate the management of the direction. 
 
As previously mentioned, only the frontal direction is managed.         
This is indicated with alabel DIR_FRONT. 
Frontal direction management also requires discrimination based       
on the type of intersection. 
In fact, if the intersection is of the "T" type and the kart is              
proceeding in the direction in which it is not possible to turn right,             
you can immediately switch to the navigation mode that follows the           
white line on the right. 
 
If, on the other hand, the intersection is of the “+” type or the kart               
comes from the direction in which it is possible to turn right, it can              
cross keeping the front direction that is provided by the gyroscope           
for a certain time, and then go to look for the white line on the right                
. 
Version v1.0 of the released code does not implement the left turn.            
This implementation is a useful exercise left to the reader.  
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